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Terminus Media Terminus Media  is a Faith and family-friendly multi-media production 
company producing comics, graphic novels, audio drama, and 
animation! We tell stories that are entertaining, educational, and 
enlightening using every storytelling tool available to us. Terminus 
Media creates high quality products that engages the culture and 
provides an alternative to mainstream media.

We want everything we do to honor the CreatorCreator who has authored 
the greatest true story of love and redemption that the world has ever 
seen.  We want to love our neighbors (ALL our neighbors) by using 
our gifts and talents to entertain and equip them to live abundant 
lives.



Mark Stancil is the CEO Mark Stancil is the CEO and founded and founded 
Terminus MediaTerminus Media  20 years ago to create 
original stories, comics, animation that have 
a positive impact on the world.  In 2020 the 
decision was made that Terminus would focus 
exclusively on telling stories that glorify God 
and build the Kingdom of God.  Mark has 
a BA in Pastoral Studies from Moody Bible 
Institute, Chicago.

Dr. Barron Bell is the Chief Creative Officer Dr. Barron Bell is the Chief Creative Officer at 
Terminus with a focus on entertainment and 
education.  He also serves as a Professor 
of Art and Design at Liberty UniversityLiberty University and 
has a Masters in Communications and and 
a PhD in Education.   Dr. Bell is the creator of 
Radio Free Amerika and the Dominion: Fall of 
the House of Saul graphic novel series.  He 
is focused on creating content that rekindles 
the spiritual and cultural foundations of our 
beloved country. 

TERMINUS MEDIA LEADERSHIP TEAMTERMINUS MEDIA LEADERSHIP TEAM



“The storytelling is “The storytelling is 
thrilling, the artwork is thrilling, the artwork is 

out of this world!out of this world!”
ERIC METAXAS, author, speaker, radio host

DOMINION: FALL OF THE DOMINION: FALL OF THE 
HOUSE OF SAUL HOUSE OF SAUL 

VOLUME 1VOLUME 1
In a time of trouble, a family is in crisis. 
A King who has lost the favor of his 
Deity and of his people, a son seeking 
his father’s approval, a daughter 
longing for a purpose beyond being 
a pampered princess, and a Queen 
struggling behind the scenes to keep 
the kingdom together. DOMINIONDOMINION 
is an allegory based on the book of 1 
Samuel.

AVAILABLE NOW

ISBN: 9780578954530
USD $19.95 (CAN $25.95) 









DOMINION: FALL OF THE DOMINION: FALL OF THE 
HOUSE OF SAUL VOLUME 2HOUSE OF SAUL VOLUME 2

Amidst the chaos of a Philistine 
invasion, Prince Jonathan defies 
King Saul’s commands and emerges 
victorious, only to face his wrath in a 
battle that threatens to shatter their 
family bonds. As King Saul’s condition 
worsens, Princess Michal navigates a 
stormy conflict with her mother, while 
a desperate search for a cure leads 
them to a mysterious musician who 
could be the hope of DOMINIONDOMINION.

AVAILABLE NOW

DOMINION delivers a compelling DOMINION delivers a compelling 
cosmic tale that speaks to every heart cosmic tale that speaks to every heart 

longing for divine truth. Did I also longing for divine truth. Did I also 
mention it’s a ton of fun?”mention it’s a ton of fun?”

BARRY COOK, director of Disney’s MULAN

ISBN: 9798218283735
USD $19.95 (CAN $25.95) 









Red Dawn meets The Wire in this 
post-apocalyptic thriller. Radio 
Free Amerika is a pirate radio 
station begun after World War 
3.  DJ Moses spins the best hip 
hop as he broadcasts hope into 
Russian occupied United States. 
Unbeknownst to the enemy, 
there is code interwoven in 
the beat. Will Moses be able 
to coordinate the disorganized 
resistance and inspire the next 

American Revolution? 

AVAILABLE NOW

THIS is the kind of creative THIS is the kind of creative 
storytelling we need!”storytelling we need!”

-SHAAN SHARMA, actor -  The Chosen, 911 Lone 
Star, Seal Team, NCIS

RADIO FREE AMERIKA









COMING SOONCOMING SOON





COMING SOON

The first collection under our new TERMINUS MEDIA EDUCATIONTERMINUS MEDIA EDUCATION 
brand will be an exploration of the lives of a diverse group of brave 
American patriots.  These will be exciting, well-researched epics 
that uplift our history and honor America’s Judeo-Christian heritage. 
Terminus Media hopes this collection will ignite a spirit of patriotism 
and unity in today’s youth and demonstrate how we all share a piece 

of the American tapestry.

FOR REGULAR UPDATES REACH OUT TO US 
www.terminusmedia.com/contact



Winter, 1777: GeorgeGeorge WashingtonWashington and his weary troops 
seek refuge at the Continental Army encampment, Valley 
Forge. Low on support, supplies, and morale, Valley ForgeValley Forge 
becomes a literal crucible of suffering that transforms 
diverse races and cultures into a force that would defeat 

an empire. 



In the harsh winter of 1777, General George WashingtonGeneral George Washington, 
grappling with a faltering war and dwindling troop 
enlistment, takes an unprecedented gamble to turn the 
tide against Great Britain. Faced with desperation, Rhode 
Island General James Mitchell VarnumGeneral James Mitchell Varnum pioneers a radical 
plan, enlisting black and indigenous indentured servants, 
freedmen, and slaves, challenging societal norms and 
reshaping the course of the American Revolutionary War.



Amidst the losses suffered by the Continental Army during 
the American Revolution, Deborah SampsonDeborah Sampson boldly disguises 
herself as a male soldier, risking exposure to fulfill her patriotic 
duty and fight against British oppression, challenging societal 
norms and rewriting the narrative of courage and sacrifice in 

the fight for freedom.
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The North Star: The Emancipation of Frederick DouglassThe North Star: The Emancipation of Frederick Douglass is a graphic 
novel adaptation of the Life and Times of Frederick Douglass.   The 
story will cover pivotal moments during his life combined with 
flashbacks covering his journey from slave to statesman.  Through 
his deep faith in GodGod, Frederick held out hope for a country that had 

the potential to live up to the AmericanAmerican promise. 



Terminus MediaTerminus Media has partnered with the Douglass 
Leadership Institute to create The Runaway PlotThe Runaway Plot the 
story of Frederick Douglass’s first escape attempt.  

The DLI printed 25,000 copies to use for promotional 
purposes and community outreach, giving away free 
copies in a door-to-door campaign. 

The Runaway PlotThe Runaway Plot serves as a proof of concept for the 
entire 3 volume graphic novel set covering the entire life of Frederick Douglass.



 “The North Star Comic will introduce more people, especially 
young people, to the life and legacy of Frederick Douglass. 
His is one of the greatest stories in American history and it still 
resonates today.”

Kenneth B. Morris, Jr.
Great-great-great Grandson, Frederick Douglass
Frederick Douglass Family Initiatives



TERMINUS MEDIA has partnered with independent publishers to 
expand our current offerings.  

CURATED TITLES



FINNIAN AND THE FINNIAN AND THE 
SEVENMOUNTAINSSEVENMOUNTAINS

VOLUME 1VOLUME 1
Seeking to avenge the death of 
his parents at the hands of Viking 
marauders, a young man named 
Finnian leaves his monastic school 
in Ireland to find a legendary sword 
rumored to have the extraordinary 
power to defeat evil. Will Finnian 
find the mythical sword and 
lead the way to victory? Or will 
the Vikings continue to destroy 
innocent villagers? Find out what 
happens in the first volume of this 
epic adventure series!

ISBN: 9798989547418
USD $19.95 (CAN $25.95) 

RELEASE DATE: MARCH 2024





FINNIAN AND THE SEVEN FINNIAN AND THE SEVEN 
MOUNTAINS MOUNTAINS 

VOLUME 2VOLUME 2

After a victorious battle against a mysterious 
group of demonic creatures, Finnian and his 
crew reach the next stage of their journey. 
Finnian continues to gather pieces of a 
legendary sword he hopes will turn the tide 
in the war against Ragnar, the malicious 
Viking king, but will Ragnar’s newfound 
alliance with an evil Necromancer prove to 
be his undoing? Past revelations are brought 
to light as Finnian races to keep the sword 
from falling into the wrong hands!  

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Philip Kosloski, and artists Michael LaVoy, 
Jay David Ramos (GUARDIANS OF THE 
GALAXY, EXTRAORDINARY X-MEN) and 
Jim Fern (AMAZING SPIDER-MAN, X-MEN 
ANNUAL, and CROSSING MIDNIGHT) 
Join forces to create this action-packed 
fantasy adventure!

ISBN: 9798218283735
USD $19.95 (CAN $25.95)

RELEASE DATE: APRIL 2024 





THE STORY OF SAMSON THE THE STORY OF SAMSON THE 
NAZARITENAZARITE

An Angel foretells his birth and Samson’s 
destiny is set into motion. Throughout his life, 
he performs incredible feats battling beasts 
and battalions. But amidst these awe-
inspiring events, there is a deeper story of 
love, betrayal, revenge, and redemption. 

Samson is a clever and complex character.  
A flawed man of faith, who protected his 
people. His story has inspired generations, 
from ancient times to our current day we 
know he was a key influence in the creation 
of Superman.  A grandfather to modern-
day superhero culture.  Experience this epic 
tale that endures throughout the ages.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR         

Luis Serrano is a graduate of Bible College, 
first place winner of the Gideon festival 
comic writing award, writer/creator of 
‘The Story of Samson the Nazirite’ graphic 
novel.  He also serves as a board member 
of the non profit ‘Christian Comic Artist 
Society’.

ISBN:  9780989777872
USD $19.95 (CAN $25.95) 
RELEASE DATE: APRIL 2024





HOW TO GET TERMINUS MEDIA 
PRODUCTS?

Terminus Media has recently signed an exclusive 
distribution deal with Baker & Taylor Publisher Services. 
For retail and library sales please contact them directly.        

To order, call 888.814.0208 (Toll Free) or send orders to 
orders@btpubservices.com

For individual sales, please go to our website at 
www.terminusmedia.com or contact@terminusmedia.com


